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According to Darwin's theory of evolution formulated 
in The Origin of Species (1859), A species survived 
because it developed or evolved characteristics that 
were advantageous to the conditions it lived in. These 
variation that bene�t it will help the species survive or 
proliferate. On the �ip side, a characteristic that may be 
a disadvantage to the species, even in the slightest, the 
chances are it will become extinct from the many forces 
of nature that its struggles against, such as prey, 
climate etc. As the strongest species breeds, bene�cial 
mutations are passed on to the next generation. Over 
time, bene�cial mutations accumulate and the result is 
an entirely di�erent species.

 

 

The industrial cities or the late 19th century were unpleasant places to be for obvious reasons. The gentry 
began to �ee the urban centers usually along corridors of transport since now oil could support growth into 
the cities surrounding countryside. Lavish country houses were built, (the type that feature in every Jane Austin 
novel), which would become the prototype of the modern day suburban house. Up until the 1950’s this type of 
house proliferated. It was only during the post-war boom that the key mutation occured. Population was rising 
and a shortage of housing was occurring. To meet the demand mass housing was introduced to �ll the need.

Enter the two distinct ‘genera’, as Darwin may have call them, emerged from this. First was ‘Levitown’ which was 
a large-scale, mass-produced version of the above for the people: comfortable country cottages. The second 
was the housing estate.

For the most part of the 20th century modernism’s dogmas had stripped architecture of any meaning, with the 
exception of “an apparently neutral and monotonous uniformity.”(Klotz, 1984) Ornament became to architec-
ture what tattoos were to criminals and degenerates (Jencks, 2007) “Primitives and tribal people needed tattoos 
and ornament whereas advanced people could listen to Beethoven instead. The higher pleasures rendered 
symbolism and decoration obsolete. (as the modernist aesthetic) aimed at radical aesthetic purism,”(Jencks, 
2007) developed.

By the 1970’s Modernism is declared dead. Pruit Igoe marks the end of the era of mass produced soulless 
high-density tower estates. This was largely due, according to Jenks, to a critical mistake in the modernist 
language. (Jencks, 2007)

A house has a unique set of characteristic symbols; the pitched roof, the chimney stack, the front porch and, of 
course, the white picket fence. Modernism rejected this. This can be likened to the development of a disadvan-
tageous characteristic which is leading this kind of housing into extinction.



Meanwhile the single detached dwelling, thrived because it retained the important set of symbols which made it 
‘home’. In his 1972 documentary “Reyner Banham loves Los Angeles” critic and theorist Reyner Banham makes a point 
about the Spanish Colonial architectural style which is very popular in Los Angeles:” I don’t know whether it is a style or 
whether it’s really a frame of mind, whether it isn’t a special kind of Los Angeles mass produced fantasy for people to 
live in. Dreams, domestic dreams, that money can buy, but dreams like the dreams of Hollywood.”(Banham, 1972)

Because the typical suburban dwelling had a symbolic language it was able to develop, proliferate and mutate. The 
happy home in the suburbs was the new dream. It is important to note that this was largely facilitated by the car and 
this is evident by the inclusion of a garage or carport into almost every new home at around this time.

In turn the city was scaled towards the car. No longer pedestrian. Commerce and facilities evolved around the car so 
that cities were planned around driving, parking and shopping.
The critical mistake was that this new form of mobility was too crude a substitute for previous modes of travel and as a 
result unpleasant places were spawned as the car dominated the planning of cities. These cities suddenly became ones 
that could only be experienced (comfortably that is) by car. James Kusler (2005) talks of critical issues that will shape 
humanity's future, such as the depletion of the world oil reservse and these species we have developed over the past 
century will have to undergo rapid transformation or face extinction. Being a �nite resource there is a �nite time period 
it can be used, and while oil gave an arti�cial boost in the environment helping humans in many ways, this boost will 
end shortly, and the adaptions we created we to be hugely disadvantageous when it runs dry.

In terms of classi�cation a system similar to that used in biology can be used with heirachies ranging from species, 
through to about class. This system was in existence before Darwin’s ‘On The Origin of Species.’  The contribution most 
important by Darwin was his theory of descent and subsequent evolution by natural selection. While classi�cations are 
still highly disputable to this day, and no formal conventions exist, the theory of descent is most useful in arranging 
subjects in a taxonomy built on an understanding of a subject’s historical evolution.
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